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Environmental Pollution and Control, Fourth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 1997

	Complex environmental problems are often reduced to an inappropriate level of simplicity. While this book does not seek to present a comprehensive scientific and technical coverage of all aspects of the subject matter, it makes the issues, ideas, and language of environmental engineering accessible and understandable to the nontechnical...
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sendmail, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 2002
The new edition of sendmail has been completely revised to cover sendmail 8.12--a version with more features and fundamental changes than any previous version of the Unix-based email routing program.  Because the latest version of sendmail differs so significantly from earlier versions, a massive rewrite of this...
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Robust Statistical Procedures (CBMS-NSF Regional Conference Series in Applied Mathematics)SIAM, 1987


	When SIAM contacted me about the preparation of a second edition of this

	booklet, it became clear almost immediately that any attempt to rewrite the booklet

	would invite the danger of spoiling its purpose. The booklet had served me well as a

	skeleton and draft outline for my subsequent book Robust Statistics (Wiley, 1981). I...
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Python High Performance ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you have at least a basic knowledge of Python, this book will help you maximize the performance of your code and applications. Easy to follow tutorials will make you a hard act to follow in Python programming.


	Overview

	
		Identify the bottlenecks in your applications and solve them using the best...
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CUDA Fortran for Scientists and Engineers: Best Practices for Efficient CUDA Fortran ProgrammingMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	CUDA Fortran for Scientists and Engineers shows how high-performance application developers can leverage the power of GPUs using Fortran, the familiar language of scientific computing and supercomputer performance benchmarking. The authors presume no prior parallel computing experience, and cover the basics along with best practices...
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The Secret Language of Money: How to Make Smarter Financial Decisions and Live a Richer LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2009
If money were about math,    none of us would be carrying any debt.
The numbers are simple. What’s complicated    is what we do with money. We use    money to soothe our feelings and buy respect,    to show how much we care or how    little. We don’t simply earn, save, and    spend money: we flirt with it, crave it,...
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A First Look at SQL Server 2005 for DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2004
Sql server 2005 contains features that constitute the biggest
change since the internal server rewrite of SQL Server 7. This is true
from both programmability and data model viewpoints. This chapter
describes SQL Server 2005 in terms of .NET programmability, SQL:1999
compliance, user-defined types (UDTs), and XML integration to...
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Nginx HTTP Server - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Nginx is a lightweight HTTP server designed for high-traffic websites, with network scalability as the primary objective. With the advent of high speed Internet access, short loading times and fast transfer rates have become a necessity. This free, open source solution will either come as a full replacement of other software such as Apache,...
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Unity Game Development ScriptingPackt Publishing, 2014

	Write efficient C# scripts to create modular key game elements that are usable for any kind of Unity project


	About This Book

	
		Write customizable scripts that are easy to adjust to suit the needs of different projects
	
		Combine your knowledge of modular scripting elements to build a complete...
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Steel Designers' ManualJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	At the instigation of the Iron and Steel Federation, the late Bernard Godfrey began
	work in 1952 on the first edition of the Steel Designers’ Manual. As principal author
	he worked on the manuscript almost continuously for a period of two years. On
	many Friday evenings he would meet with his co-authors, Charles Gray, Lewis Kent...
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Prototyping Essentials with AxurePackt Publishing, 2014

	A comprehensive strategy and planning guide for the production of world-class UX artifacts such as annotated wireframes, immersive prototypes, and detailed documentation with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn in a progressive and structured way to plan and construct highly compelling interactive,...
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Professional Microsoft IIS 8Wrox Press, 2012


	WINDOWS SERVER 2012 is the latest incarnation of Microsoft’s successful server platform. Included

	is a new version of IIS, now in its eighth incarnation.





	IIS 8.0 isn’t the revolutionary change in architecture that IIS 7.0 was. However it offers much new

	functionality, absorbing many of the standalone...
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